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Wheeler Thackstons lively new translation of The Jahangirnama, co-published with the Freer/Arthur M. Sackler Gallery of
the Smithsonian Institution, presents an engaging portrait of an intriguing emperor and his flourishing empire. The
Emperor Jahangir is probably best know in the West as being the father of Shahjahan, who built the Taj Mahal. His reign
was one of great prosperity, and his passion for art and nature encouraged a flowering that some say rivaled European
art during the rule of the Medicis. In penning his memoirs, Jahangir followed a tradition begun by his great-grandfather,
the Emperor Babur. Jahangirs memoirs, however, provide not only the history of his reign, but also his reflections on art,
politics, and private details about his familyincluding the suicide of one of his wivesand selections of poetry written by
members of his harem. One of Jahangirs stories describes his astonishment at witnessing the fall of a meteorite, an
event that so amazed him that he ordered that a dagger be made from its metal. This book includes a selection of
exquisite full-color paintings, drawings, and objects that specifically illustrate the passages they accompany--including a
photograph of the Emperors treasured dagger. A lover of jewels, nature, hunting, drinking, and opiates, Jahangir carried
the Mughal empire to artistic and political heights. Refreshingly candid and frank, this splendidly illustrated edition of
Jahangirs memoirs is a thoroughly absorbing profile of an emperor and the zenith of his empire.
Over a hundred years after the Mahabharata War, an ancient power threatens to destroy the new Age of Men, by
establishing the Age of Terror of the asuras, long believed to be extinct. The only hurdle in its path is Guru
Dronacharya’s son, the mighty but accursed warrior Ashwatthama, who lost all his powers following Lord Krishna’s
curse, and who unwittingly finds himself drawn into the quest of the lost bow of Lord Rama—the Kodanda. As ghosts of
the distant past return to haunt him, and the line between friends and enemies blurs, Ashwatthama must fight his inner
demons to emerge victorious. He undertakes a perilous journey—across the vast plains of the Ganges, to the snowcapped peaks of the Himavant—where the price of failure is a fate worse than death, and death is a privilege not granted
to Ashwatthama. Is this all part of Lord Krishna’s great plan? Will Ashwatthama be able to regain his lost glory?
'The fate of an empire trembles in the balance ...' Hindustan, 1580 AD. The Mughal Emperor Akbar is at the height of his
power, seemingly invincible. But twenty years of war have earned him many enemies, and rebellion is brewing, led by
Asaf Baig, the tyrannical ruler of Khandesh. Baig has stumbled upon the knowledge that the whereabouts of the fabulous
lost treasure of Malik Kafur, which will guarantee victory to Akbar's enemies, is known to an old woman called Ambu.
Baig kidnaps Ambu to wrest the knowledge of the treasure from her, but her twenty-year-old grandson, Dattatreya,
escapes and flees across Hindustan to enlist the help of the the one person who has the most reason to stop Baig - the
Mughal Emperor himself. Staying one step ahead of capture and death, Datta is swept up in a world of kings and warrior
princesses, of uncommon friendships and an implacable evil; and a desperate race against time to save his grandmother
- and the Empire.
Teachers make a difference. The success of any plan for improving educational outcomes depends on the teachers who
carry it out and thus on the abilities of those attracted to the field and their preparation. Yet there are many questions
about how teachers are being prepared and how they ought to be prepared. Yet, teacher preparation is often treated as
an afterthought in discussions of improving the public education system. Preparing Teachers addresses the issue of
teacher preparation with specific attention to reading, mathematics, and science. The book evaluates the characteristics
of the candidates who enter teacher preparation programs, the sorts of instruction and experiences teacher candidates
receive in preparation programs, and the extent that the required instruction and experiences are consistent with
converging scientific evidence. Preparing Teachers also identifies a need for a data collection model to provide valid and
reliable information about the content knowledge, pedagogical competence, and effectiveness of graduates from the
various kinds of teacher preparation programs. Federal and state policy makers need reliable, outcomes-based
information to make sound decisions, and teacher educators need to know how best to contribute to the development of
effective teachers. Clearer understanding of the content and character of effective teacher preparation is critical to
improving it and to ensuring that the same critiques and questions are not being repeated 10 years from now.
Supported By Beautiful Illustrations, The Study Reconstructs The Glorious History Of The Rajput House Of Mewar,
Perhaps The World S Oldest Ruling Family. It Recounts Its Heroic Battlefield Engagements And Examines Its Artistic
And Literary Achievements.
Memoirs of author, assassin of Phoolan Devi, 1963-2001, dacoit and politician of India, about his life and after escaped
from the Tihar jail.
Ain i Akbar is the third volume of the Akbar-Namah, by Shaikh Abulfazl.
It took about 6 months to win the Vasai campaign. It was Chimaji Appa Saheb's dream to hoist Zarifatka (hindavi swarajya flag) on
the fort of Vasai. That is why he said to his men "Either capture the fort or insert my dead body in the cannons and fire that fort".
His brave men along with Gangaji Naik fought bravely under leadership. Chimaji Appa, didn't bother about his ill-health and slayed
the unrelenting Portuguese army in the battle of bassein. He did what the mughals and other Indian rulers couldn't achieve. Yet,
following Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj's footsteps, he returned the women respectfully to Portugal. Some Portuguese women were
charmed by his honourable gesture and wished to stay back. However, the true Indian and follower of Lord Ram, Chimaji
Appasaheb resisted every attempt with nobility at his command.
"Based on historical sources as well as Mewari oral traditions, this is a compelling, accessibly written biography of one of India's
greatest heroes."-Was Tipu Sultan a cruel bigot or a wise and just ruler? A reckless adventurer or a proud nationalist? This book cuts through the
myths to bring this controversial king and his times come vividly alive, from his youthful military exploits to his death in his final
battle against the British
“States fall, empires break up, dynasties become extinct, but the memory of a true “hero as King” like Shivaji remains an
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imperishable historical legacy…” – Jadunath Sarkar, House of Shivaji (1919) Shivaji Bhonsle was an Indian warrior king who went
on to lay the foundation of the strong Maratha Empire. The first Chhatrapati, he is known to have outdone his predecessors as well
as successors in giving an identity and status to Marathas. A tactful military commander and skilled administrator, he steadily built
his army from a mere two thousand soldiers to almost five-fold, and also developed a naval force. He defeated Afzal Khan and Adil
Shah, giving strong resistance to the Mughal forces. From forming guerilla forces to immensely contributing in the development of
the civilization of Marathas, he carved a niche in all spheres of operation. Shivaji: The Great Rebel explores the lifespan of Shivaji
as an Indian king who instigated a new fire in the hearts of people against the Mughal Empire and taught them to fight for their
rights. It highlights Shivaji as one of the prominent rulers to inspire people to fight for Hindu pride and raise their voice against
cruelty. He stood up to guard and preserve the nation's honour, and is a great source of inspiration till date.
It’s not just humans who make history, you know. So move over, chroniclers and historians. For centuries, we’ve been ignored,
forgotten, occasionally footnoted (thanks a lot). It’s time we took centre stage. Strongest allies, faithful friends...we’ll even go so
far as to say we were the soulmates of great kings and queens, princes and princesses, warriors and administrators. From saving
their lives (while putting ours at risk) and leading them to victory in war to being a constant source of joy and love, we’ve done it
all. Take a tour of Akbar’s dazzling court with his favourite cheetah, Samand Manik. Learn about the heroic battle of Haldighati –
straight from Chetak’s mouth. Find out what Chhatrapati Shivaji was really like – from his dog, Waghya. Full of daring exploits,
epic romances and heart-wrenching moments, these underdog (oh calm down, Bucephalus, it’s just a term!) stories are unlike
anything you’ve ever read before!
Raised by his mother in a one-room house in the slums of Casablanca, Youssef El Mekki has always had big dreams of living
another life in another world. Suddenly his dreams are within reach when he discovers that his father—whom he’d been led to
believe was dead—is very much alive. A wealthy businessman, he seems eager to give his son a new start. Youssef leaves his
mother behind to live a life of luxury, until a reversal of fortune sends him back to the streets and his childhood friends. Trapped
once again by his class and painfully aware of the limitations of his prospects, he becomes easy prey for a fringe Islamic group. In
the spirit of The Inheritance of Loss and The Reluctant Fundamentalist, Laila Lalami’s debut novel looks at the struggle for
identity, the need for love and family, and the desperation that grips ordinary lives in a world divided by class, politics, and religion.
‘Rajputana Chronicles: Guns & Glories’ has a Compelling Visual Style In a world obsessed with the future, this fascinating book
delves into our glorious past through the intriguing stories of the brave Bachhawat clan. Rajputana Chronicles: Guns & Glories has
such a compelling visual style; you feel you're a part of the beautiful anecdotes, watching it all unfold before you. - Rajeev Masand,
Film Critic for CNN-News 18 The Book is a Welcome Addition to Rajputana History & Literature Histories of Rajputana have been
chronicled mostly from the perspective of ruling dynasties, with relatively few accounts of other communities and professions.
Commander Mehta's book attempts to fill a gap in so far as the contribution of his ancestors of the Bachhawat clan is concerned
and is a welcome addition to Rajputana history and literature. - Admiral VS Shekhawat, Former Chief of the Naval Staff Candid,
Compelling & Occasionally Controversial Candid, compelling and occasionally controversial, ‘The Thousand-Year Story of the
Bachhawat Clan’, by Commander Mehta provides useful information on the history, sociology and culture of our land and helps
understand our past better. - Dr Pushpendra Singh Ranawat, Geo- Heritage Writer and Activist It is a Gripping Book Comprising
Interesting Episodes of History It is a gripping book comprising interesting episodes of the history from someone whose ancestors
held high positions during the medieval period as nobles of various rulers in Rajputana and were often principle figures in these
episodes. Lovers of heritage & culture should find this book engaging on account of not just the content but also the simple writing
style. - Uday Singh Mahurkar, Deputy Editor, India Today The Untold Stories of Valour & Morality at their Most Educating &
Entertaining Level In a world getting increasingly intoxicated by technology, social media and Pokemon Go, Commander Mehta
goes back in time and comes up with a book that celebrates our culture and legacy through some really insightful anecdotes from
the great Rajputana. He takes the reader on an informal journey where he is not afraid of getting off the highways of history and
taking them through the bylanes of Rajputana heritage where we find some incredible, yet untold stories of valour and morality at
their most educating and entertaining levels. - Anupam Kher, Film Actor, Producer & Director
Akbarn?ma, or The History of Akbar, by Abu'l-Fazl (d. 1602), is one of the most important works of Indo-Persian history and a
touchstone of prose artistry. Marking a high point in a long, rich tradition of Persian historical writing, it served as a model for
historians across the Persianate world. The work is at once a biography of the Mughal emperor Akbar (r. 1556-1605) that includes
descriptions of his political and martial feats and cultural achievements, and a chronicle of sixteenth-century India. The fifth volume
details the bellicose seventeenth to twenty-second years of Akbar's reign, including accounts of the conquest of Gujarat, the
capture of Rohtas fort from rebel Afghans, and the invasions of Patna and Bengal. The Persian text, presented in the Naskh script,
is based on a careful reassessment of the primary sources.
Maharana Pratap has become a subject of respect and pride for the Indians as he has become a symbol pf patriotism, sacrifice
and struggle, On remembering his name, the picture of an incomparable warrior with the face aglow with bravery comes into our
mind. The war he waged for independence in extremely adverse circumstances will be ever remembered. Despite being the king
of mewar, most of his life was spent in forests and mountains, with his supreme willpower and incomparable warfare skills he was
able to free mewar at the end. Sacrificing material happiness and gains, his unrelenting struggle for the freedom of his motherland
is etched as a golden chapter in die annals of history. Personalities like him are models of inspiration for the whole country and all
generations to come. As in today's reckoning when national consciousness seems to be diminishing, Maharana Pratap's character
is all the more relevant.
A Stirring Account Of One Of The World S Greatest Empires In December 1525, Zahir-Ud-Din Babur, Descended From Chengiz
Khan And Timur Lenk, Crossed The Indus River Into The Punjab With A Modest Army And Some Cannon. At Panipat, Five
Months Later, He Fought The Most Important Battle Of His Life And Routed The Mammoth Army Of Sultan Ibrahim Lodi, The
Afghan Ruler Of Hindustan. Mughal Rule In India Had Begun. It Was To Continue For Over Three Centuries, Shaping India For All
Time. In This Definitive Biography Of The Great Mughals, Abraham Eraly Reclaims The Right To Set Down History As A Chronicle
Of Flesh-And-Blood People. Bringing To His Task The Objectivity Of A Scholar And The High Imagination Of A Master Storyteller,
He Recreates The Lives Of Babur, The Intrepid Pioneer; The Dreamer Humayun; Akbar, The Greatest And Most Enigmatic Of The
Mughals; The Aesthetes Jehangir And Shah Jahan; And The Dour And Determined Aurangzeb.
Mehrauli is the oldest of Delhi's seven cities. Once the thriving capital of the Tomar and Chauhan dynasties and the Dar ul Khilafat
of the slave dynasty, today it lies forgotten. Its congested lanes and crumbling ruins are lost in a mishmash of history and
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modernity, the living and the dead rubbing shoulders with each other. Blending stirring Urdu couplets with haunting visuals, author
Rana Safvi walks us through the oldest of Delhis, describing the religious diversity of Mehrauli's monuments: from the rocky Qila
Rai Pithaura to the dargah of Khwaja Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki, from Zafar Mahal, the last great monument built by the Mughals,
to the holy waters of the Hauz e Shamsi; each structure a living memory of an era dissolved in history. Embellished with stories
and legends of a bygone era, and soaked in the sights and sounds of Sufi dargahs, mosques, temples, churches, gurudwaras and
Buddhist monasteries, Where Stones Speak effortlessly reveals a little known, bewitching Mehrauli.
This Is One The Best Biographies Of An Idealist, Proud, Stuborn Prince Fiercely Loyal To The Struggle For Dignity, Honour And
Freedom Of His Principality And People. His Courage, His Dedication, His Sacrifice Made Him The Most Brilliant Star In The
Medieval Indian Sky. Generations Of His Countrymen Have Sworn By His Name And The Deeds With Which He Made Every
Corner Of The Mughal Empire Ring.
Northern India, 2009. Four travellers disembark from the Dhauladhar Express, having arrived in Punjab to attend a wedding. As
they gather with other guests at the traditional Indian wedding, Jackson and Reema develop a reluctant, unlikely friendship that
grows through mutual need and a slowly developing trust, and together with Yosh and Monica, they embark on a post-wedding
journey to the Himalayas. As they travel together, secrets are revealed, and each of them is opened up to more questions than
answers. Author of "Where Are You Agnes?" Hometown: Toronto, ON. Print run 5,000.
A Broad Survey Of Political, Social, Economic And Cultural Developments In India Between 1206 And 1526 With Emphasis On
Economic, Social And Cuoltural Aspects. Attempts To Bridge The Gap Between Current Hisotrical Research And Popular
Perception Of The Controversial Phase. 14 Chapters And Matters.

Peshwa Baji Rao, the great Maratha general and statesman, changed the map of India in the mid eighteenth century.His
military campaigns were classic examples of his genius. In the mayhem of the religious intolerance continued by the
tottering Mughals after Aurangzeb, Baji Rao stood out as the champion of Hinduism. He conquered Gujarat and most of
central India and even shook the foundations of the Mughal Empire by attacking imperial Delhi. Though he had sworn to
plant his flag on the Indus, death robbed him of this honour. His sons, however, fulfilled their father’s pledge. After
driving the Afghans out of the Punjab, they raised the swallow-tailed flag not just on the walls of Attock, but even beyond.
Written towards the end of 1937 during his Europe trip, after being nominated the President of the Indian National
Congress, An Indian Pilgrim traces Bose's life story from birth till his resignation from the Indian Civil Service. It is an
astounding account of his ideological development and his singular focus on India's reconstruction in which Swami
Vivekananda played a large part—"I was barely fifteen when Vivekananda entered my life. Then there followed a
revolution within and everything was turned upside down." The book recounts the development of the spirit of service,
sacrifice and zeal for national liberation, which were the driving forces of his life.We hope this publication will gain wide
circulation so that the spirit of Subhas Chandra Bose becomes the guiding light of the country's youth in these disturbing
times.
Because my questions made Amir uncomfortable, he pronounced talaq just like that on the wife who had abandoned
everything for him because his religion gives him that privilege. Where do I now stand, sir? Do you have any solutions for
me?' Lakshmi, a rebellious, free-spirited and intelligent film-maker, breaks ties with her staunchly Gandhi an father to
marry Amir, the man she loves. She even agrees reluctantly to Amir's request that she convert to Islam, as a formality
and change her name to Razia. However, she is shocked to discover that her husband is not the open-minded,
progressive individual he claimed to be. For after marriage, Amir takes his family's side in trying to force her to follow the
more rigorous tenets of their faith. This sets her off on a personal journey into India's history to uncover the many layers
of religion, caste and creed. Her quest leads her to the many parallels in the narratives between the past and the present
and she gradually finds that though much has changed in Indian society over the centuries, much remains the same. The
second historical novel by celebrated Kannada author S.L. Bhyrappa, translated for the first time into English by Sandeep
Balakrishna, Aavarana: The Veil raises pertinent and searching questions about religion, liberalism and identity and
highlights the importance of unshackling oneself from the bonds of false knowledge.
'The epic text of Ranjit Desai's Shriman Yogi finds new voice in Vikrant Pande's nuanced translation, an immersive
narrative of the foundations of the Maratha empire and the saga of its charismatic founder.' - Namita Gokhale. Young
Shivaji reaches Pune, a dying fort city, with his mother Jijabai and lights the first lamp within its ruins. While his father
Shahaji Bhosle is away on deputation by the Adil Shah sultanate after having failed in a revolt against it, Shivaji learns
how an empire is built from the ground up. Thus begins the life of the Great Maratha. What awaits Shivaji is nothing short
of the vast scroll of history, and it takes him from Surat to Thanjavur and all the way to Aurangzeb's durbar in Agra. He
dreams of freeing his land from the clutches of Mughal rule, and though he suffers many defeats and personal losses
along the way he never gives up his vision of Hindavi Swaraj. Amidst political intrigue and a chain of skirmishes, Shivaji
becomes a leader, a warrior and a tactician par excellence, driven by immense pride and love for his motherland.
A gripping royal saga of charmed lives in a changing world. The Jaipurs were India's mid-century golden couple; its
answer to the Kennedys, or Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip. Jai and Ayesha, as they were known to friends like Frank
Sinatra, Truman Capote and 'Dickie' Mountbatten, entertained lavishly at their magnificent palaces and hunting lodges in
Rajasthan--and in the nightclubs of London, Paris and New York. But as the Raj gave way to the new India, Jaipur--the
most glamorous and romantic of the princely states--had to find its place. The House of Jaipur charts a dynasty's
determination to remain relevant in a democracy set on crushing its privileges. Against the odds, they secured their place
at the height of Indian society; but Ayesha would pay for her criticism of Indira Gandhi during the Emergency. From the
polo field and politics to imprisonment and personal tragedy, the Jaipurs' extraordinary journey of transformation mirrors
the story of a rapidly changing country.
History Of Costume Is Engaged In An Adventure Of Vast Absorbing Dimensions. For The First Time A Dedicated Unique
Collection Of Exquisite And Profusely Elaborated Costumes Of Rulers Of Mewar Has Been Prepared. The Author Has
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Made A Conscientious Effort To Present A Guideline For The Construction Of Garments, Textiles Used, Jewellery And
Footwear Worn With The Costumes. The Coloured Photographs And Diagrams Explain All The Time-Honoured
Traditions Of The Past And Present. The Book Will Be Immensely Useful To Apparel Designers, Merchants, Theatre
People, Students, Historians, Artists As Well As To The Fashion Houses In Europe And America Which Are Always In
Search Of Exotic Styles Of Dresses For Their Clients.
It?s no secret that certain social groups have predominated India?s business and trading history, with business
traditionally being the preserve of particular `Bania? communities. However, the past four or so decades have seen a
widening of the social base of Indian capital, such that the social profile of Indian business has expanded beyond
recognition, and entrepreneurship and commerce in India are no longer the exclusive bastion of the old mercantile
castes. In this meticulously researched book ? acclaimed for being the first social history to document and understand
India?s new entrepreneurial groups ? Harish Damodaran looks to answer who the new `wealth creators? are, as he
traces the transitional entry of India?s middle and lower peasant castes into the business world. Combining analytical
rigour with journalistic flair, India?s New Capitalists is an essential read for anyone seeking to understand the culture and
evolution of business in contemporary South Asia.
DID YOU KNOW THAT Babur was a drunkard! He loved a boy named Babri! Akbar raped children! Akbar raped his own
daughter-in-law! Akbar had Harem of 5000 women! Jahangir blinded his son with his own hands! Shah Jahan did not
spare even his own daughter! Aurangzeb beheaded his own brother and sent his head to his imprisoned father! Almost
every Mughal king killed some of his sons and brothers! and much more.This book is an eye opener on Mughal history in
India. Mughals have been glorified as great rulers in Indian history books despite being maniacs, incest-lovers, rapists
and merciless invaders.The book is a compilation of all hidden facts. Straight from their authentic biographies. To make
Indians realise, enough is enough.Do not glorify these filthy creatures in the name of preserving the secular fabric of
India.Note: This is the latest edition of the book "Great Ruler of India" with different title and few additional chapters.
That he was a medieval king who, with a progressive bent of mind, dared to look ahead to find that common ground for
all his people to stand together. That he was a medieval king who is today tempting us to look back into the past to see
our future through his eyes. Ever since the Bharatiya Janata Party-led National Democratic Alliance government came to
power in 2014 with Narendra Modi as the prime minister, an organised campaign began to vilify Emperor Akbar and the
Mughals. While there were always voices that tried to project the Mughals as just another 'Islamic empire', ignoring the
civilisational impact they had on India, even for them Akbar was a shining light in an otherwise era of darkness. Those
talking in terms of easy binaries always found a 'good Muslim' in Akbar and a 'bad Muslim' in Aurangzeb. Academics and
other liberals who could have countered this incorrect portrayal did not do it, dismissing such claims as mere screeches
by the fringe that do not deserve any attention. But with the Hindu Right assuming political power, the fringe today has
become the mainstream. And Akbar is no longer the 'good Muslim'. Why is there such hatred for Akbar, once the most
loved king in India? What was the journey like, from being great to not-so-great? And how is this India different from
Akbar's Hindustan? Has he become irrelevant in an India where growing Hindu nationalism threatens to alter the nature
of the Indian state from a secular republic to a theocracy? Or is Akbar even more relevant today given the backdrop of
hate that we all find ourselves in? Allahu Akbar seeks to find answers to these questions while providing a profile sketch
of the emperor, his empire and his times.
Hindutva icon or secular nationalist? Feudal potentate or peasants\' king? Protector of cows and brahmans or shudra
ruler? Medieval marauder or builder of an empire?//Who was Shivaji?//This punchy, readable book provides a new
perspective on a popular hero of indian history. After this, Shivaji will never be the same again.//Govind Pansare was one
of Maharashtra\'s most prominent public intellectuals. And among the bravest. He was felled by an assassin. But his
rationalist view of human history is impossible to kill. This book is testimony to the power of ideas.
Biography of Raja Shivaji, 1627-1680, Maratha ruler in India.
7 July 1924. Sultana Daku, notorious leader of a gang of bhantu dacoits that terrorized the towns and villages of the
United Provinces, awaits Lt. Col. Samuel Pearce’s arrival in Haldwani jail. It is Sultana’s last night. In the morning he will
be hanged. Wrapped in a haze of charas and nostalgia, the daku speaks all night as the Englishman listens. He recounts
tales of incredible feats and narrow escapes, of the camaraderie he shared with his bhantu companions, of his love for
the nautanki dancer Phulkanwar, and of the shocking betrayal that brought him to the gallows. But even as Pearce and
the reader are drawn into Sultana’s confession, the contradictions that emerge reveal the daku’s own demons—his fears,
superstitions and ruthless excesses—and an unshakeable belief in his criminal destiny that clashes all too often with his
secret longings and hopes. Combining swashbuckling adventure with a moving story of human frailty and fortitude, The
Confession of Sultana Daku is a grand narrative that is as mesmerizing as it is unsettling. Told with remarkable flair,
passion and a rare sensitivity, it seals Sujit Saraf’s reputation as a master storyteller.
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